
Welcome! 
Grab coffee and breakfast. 
Thanks Tom and his team!
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3 steps solved!

puzzle lock



“Scientists knew that two main drives powered behavior.”



Biological Drives—Motivation 1.0



Rewards & Punishments—Motivation 2.0



Rewards/punishments motivations start early in life…



But neither of these drives explained the monkey behavior



Harlow theorized there must be a 3rd drive…
The joy of the task
was its own reward!



Harlow theorized there must be a 3rd drive…
But surely it was subordinate to the other two 
drives. Reward the monkeys with food and 
they’ll solve the puzzle even better, right?

Wrong. They did worse!!









“When money is used as an external
reward for some activity, subjects 
lose “intrinsic” interest for the 
activity. Rewards can deliver a
short-term boost—just as a jolt of caffeine can 
keep you cranking for a few hours. But the 
effect wears off—and worse, can reduce your 
long-term motivation.
Intrinsic motivation is fragile. To develop and 
enhance intrinsic motivation in children, 
employees, and students, beware external
motivations such as money.”





Imagine it’s 1996. 
You sit down with an economist professor…

“I’d like to test your forecasting powers.
I’m going to describe two new encyclopedias…”





Motivation 2.0 says “wha-a-at?” 
An all-volunteer, all-amateur 

encyclopedia defeats 
an encyclopedia by paid pros?

That defies the laws of 
behavioral physics!









Motivation 2.0—PROFIT maximizers Motivation 3.0—PURPOSE maximizers



We do things
that are

financially
“irrational”—

for fun,
for relaxation,

to improve
ourselves,

or to help others.



Why carrot & stick approaches no longer work 

1. Fewer mechanical, repetitive, routine jobs today, 
more complex, creativity-requiring jobs. 

2. Management structures are changing to less 
hands-on, more self-directed. 

3. Internet-driven open sourcing is here. 
4. Change in corporate focus to social causes and 

benefits. 
5. People turn out NOT to be motivated solely or 

even mainly by external incentives.

























1. Can you recall some of the motivations 
used on you when you were young—by 
your parents, by your teachers? 

2. Did your parents more often use the carrot or the stick?
3. When you were in high school, what did you love to do that  
     required neither carrot nor stick?

4. What are you intrinsically motivated to do these days? 
    In general are you more of an “X person” or an “I person”?  

group discussion STARTERS

5. With your children/students/employees, do you tend to 
    overuse the carrot/stick approach? How can we stimulate 
    natural, internal motivation in those we love?  


